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<b> You have superhuman senses, but you don´t know it yet.</b>

You can detect the presence of a tiny speck of anthrax in a vast public space, or count the fi

Best of all, with every passing day, your superhuman senses grow stronger. You acquire new one

You are just lucky enough to be alive during the birth of a new class of computers, called sen

In the time it took me to write this far, the human race deployed thousands of new sensors int

If a tree grows in the forest and no one is there, does it make a noise? Sensors are being add

Sensors called drifters have been floating on ocean currents for several years now, sending ba

Thanks to sensors, Air Force pilots in Colorado Springs now control drone planes that run bomb

Sensors extend your senses to the very little, and the very distant. They can detect pathogens

Never before have you ˘ or any other human ˘ been able to see in such detail how our world cha

<b>Four big changes are impacting the growth of your new superhuman senses: </b>
<ol>
<li>1. Sensors are increasingly becoming wireless, which means they can operate almost anywher
<li>2. We are figuring out how to get sensors to use very small amounts of power, or even to
<li>3. Sensors are shrinking rapidly</li>
<li>4. Sensors are being networked together</li>
</ol>
<b>Altogether, these changes mean that sensors will literally be woven into the fabric of our

Think of a new Internet of sensors, which will extend your senses in ways that are difficult t

In fact, it´s already a mistake to think that Google only searches web pages. Through the web,

If you have ever read a comic book, you know that gaining superhuman powers will change your l
Likewise, these new powers will change the course of human history. Quickly.

Sensors will reveal the truth about our history, environment, interactions, and universe. Just
Knowing the truth excites some people, and terrifies others. Just ask Superman what it´s like

Take a moment and look around. In less time than it will take the Yankees to win another World
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